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After a period of time, the creditor may obtain a court
judgment, but this judgment still does not force you to
pay the debt. When your creditor sues and you choose
not appear in court, then the judge may issue default
judgment against you. Keep in mind that after the
statute of limitations in your new state expires, you'll
have an airtight defense against any lawsuits you know
about, but junk debt buyers are notorious for
intentionally serving summons papers to the wrong

address in an effort to procure a judgment in their favor
by default--especially if the SOL has already expired.
Bank of America continued to use the agency after a
$1.5 million judgment against the collection agency,
which also included Bank of America, and ABC News
sent copies of abusive phone calls. Should the collector
ever get around to contacting you about this forgiven
debt, be prepared to send copies of your 1099-C tax
form and the tax return where you paid the taxes on
the forgiven debt. Further communication by the debt
collector or his agency by phone or by any means gives
you the right to take punitive action. If you believe that
you are being harassed by a creditor or debt collection
agency, you should take notes during every discussion.
While nearly every province or territory has consumer
protection laws addressing (and forbidding) such
tactics, that doesn’t stop collection calls from using
them because most debtors are unaware of their rights.
The FDCPA prohibits debt collectors from using unfair,
deceptive, or abusive practices when they try to collect
on a debt, including those of your deceased loved ones.
First, you have a collector who is attempting to collect
a forgiven debt and second, the collector may be
violating the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, or
FDCPA, by overcommunicating to third parties. You
should be aware that many consumers have had similar
problems with a collector trying to collect on a debt
where the consumer has been issued a 1099-C and has
paid the taxes owed on the forgiven debt. A debt
collector is required to send you a written notice within
five days after you are first contacted, telling you the
amount of money you owe. Debt collectors usually
work for collection agencies hired by a credit company
- but check to make sure that they are. In just one call,
you can receive the debt advice you need to
understand your options and what impact they will
have on your money and your credit file.
You need to negotiate with your creditors, debt
collectors, and credit or debt counselors. For this, you
need to ask collector for registration certificate copy
that proves the registration of the collector. May a Debt
Collector Contact Any Other Person Concerning Your
Debt? The one contact per day doesn't cover text,

email or social media channels, so consumers may be
inundated with messages. The collector may state only
that he or she is “confirming or correcting location
information concerning the consumer,” and may not
“state that such consumer owes any debt.” If the
collector identified himself as a debt collector and/or
said anything about a debt in the message left for your
friends and family, the debt collector is in violation of
the FDCPA and can be sued. If you know you truly owe
the debt, it’s wise to see what payment plans the debt
collector will offer. If you do agree to a payment
arrangement or settlement agreement, get everything
in writing before you pay a cent. Do they feed you with
false, misleading information in bid to get you to pay
the debt you owe? Secondly, errors and missing
information are more likely, since the debt has been
sold (maybe multiple times).
Bankrate recommends that you seek the advice of
advisers who are fully aware of your individual
circumstances before making any final decisions or
implementing any financial strategy. Congress has
written a few laws to help protect debtors who fall
behind on their bills from creditors. Any help would be
greatly appreciated. A debt consolidation company can
help you with this and as part of the plan they will
contact the debt collection agencies on your behalf.
While they have legal rights to make a debt collection
call in behalf of a credit company, be reminded that
you, too, have rights on the subject. We have
represented tens of thousands of individuals throughout
the United States and have successfully recovered
more than one hundred million dollars on behalf of our
clients. Second, you can use a cease and desist letter sending them one is a sure way to stop debt collection
calls (but this does not apply to your original creditor).
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Keep calling/texting/emailing/sending letters if you’ve
asked them to stop by writing a certified letter.

Typically harassing letters and telephone calls from
debt collectors will start. Additional consumer
protection laws include the Telephone Consumer
Protection Act (TCPA) and the Consumer Financial
Protection Act (CFPA). Note, the FDCPA states that “For
the purpose of this section, the term ‘consumer’
includes the consumer’s spouse, parent (if the
consumer is a minor), guardian, executor, or
administrator.” (Rather than use the term consumer in
this summary, we have used “you” instead.) In other
words, your spouse is not considered a third party
(unless you live in a state where spousal permission is
required). If a bill collector debits your bank account
without your permission and without a garnishment
order, you have the right to sue. If you don't respond,
the collection agency can get a judgment against you in
your absence and you will lose your opportunity to
answer their claims or to set up payment arrangements
before they win a garnishment against you. If you win
your case, you can be awarded up to $1,000 plus any
damages you can prove you suffered from their
unauthorized debit.
When harassing phone calls are a problem, consumers
can request that all communication and harassment
stop by sending a more strongly worded cease
communication letter informing debt collectors they are
in violation of the federal law. The collector might
engage in threatening behavior and harassment. Many
consumers have never encountered a debt collector.
Defendants in debt lawsuits usually try to settle the
case if they have the means to do so. Don't ignore
notices from collections agencies threatening lawsuits
or notices that a case has been filed against you. An
experienced consumer affairs attorney can offer advice
on debt lawsuits and garnishment. Levies and
garnishment are not possible in consumer debt cases
until after the debt collector obtains a judgment in
court. People facing garnishment usually stop putting
money into the account. People facing levies because of
tax issues should consult a tax attorney. The Fair Debt
Collection Practices Act is a federal law that allows
people to challenge the validity of a debt when a
collection agency tries to collect it from them. There

are all kinds of ways that people can owe money, and
every different category has its unique traits.
It also provides ways to stop collection calls at home
and at work, something both absolutely legal and
completely attainable. § 1692 l, the FDCPA's
“Administrative enforcement” section assigned
enforcement of the FDCPA not only to the Federal Trade
Commission, but also to the Federal Home Loan Bank
Board under “section 5(d) of the Home Owners Loan Act
of 1933, section 407 of the National Housing Act, and
sections 6(i) and 17 of the Federal Home Loan Bank
Act, ․ For a fee or percentage of the debt, these
agencies will call, write, or visit the home of the debtor
to discuss repayment. There are few suitable defenses
for a debtor in a debt lawsuit, making it difficult to beat
a debt collector in court. If the collector does not
provide you with proof, they must cease contact. If
they have been notified, the FDCPA states that they
must then cease to call you at your place of
employment. Some are hired by creditors to collect
debts, while others buy debts from creditors and then
attempt to recover the money. The biggest differences
between the statutes are that the California statute
applies to creditors (not just debt collectors) and unlike
federal law, California law prohibits some actions by
consumers (such as going into debt without intending
to repay it or knowing there’s no reasonable probability
of being able to repay it).
Are you being sued or harassed by a debt collector or
collection law firm? If you do decide to negotiate a
payment plan for a reduced amount of the debt, you
may get a better deal if you try to work with the
creditor and not the debt collector. Contrary to what
you may believe, most debt collectors aren't evil beings
sent from the bowels of Hades to terrorize the living.
When it comes to your bank account, bill collectors
need to satisfy some requirements before they can
debit your account. Here’s what you need to know
about the new rule and how to protect yourself from
unwanted communication. Know your rights. After
initial contact, the collector has five days to send you a
letter stating the collection. Knowing your rights is a
crucial part of dealing with the collection process. A

lawyer can help you understand your rights if a
collection agency sues you. Once a debt collection
agency contacts a consumer in the mail, the consumer
has 30 days to dispute the validity of the debt. It will
also ask for the name and address of the company to
which the alleged debt is owed, the total amount of the
debt and the original contract that the consumer signed
with the company.
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